
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• After rebounding in May and June, Canadian consumer confidence has stalled, according to a 

new poll. Four months after COVID-19 lockdowns, sentiment on job security, personal finance and 
economic growth remain fragile. Canadians are more pessimistic, as 59% believe the economy  
will worsen.

• Walmart Canada to invest $3.5 billion over the next five years to improve service in stores and 
online, renovate 150 stores and build two new distribution centers. The investment will create 
hundreds of construction jobs and forge partnerships with high tech Canadian companies.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• Five months into the pandemic, Quebec is about to get its first numbers on the infection rate. 

Hema-Quebec will soon release results of a study that began in May, looking for COVID-19 
antibodies in blood samples from thousands of donors.

• Downtown Montreal a ghost town as merchants struggle to stay open. Between lockdowns and 
construction work to revamp the area, merchants report that their business is down by as much as 
90% in some cases. 300,000 people usually work in Montreal’s downtown.

USA NEWS
• Hedge fund billionaire and expert, Leon Cooperman says although US stocks are trading higher, 

the market is overlooking many issues. Cooperman continues to say that the market is overvalued 
and is not recognizing the enormous amount of debt going into the system and who will pay for it.

• As US infections surge and Americans face long lines at testing facilities, the White House is 
looking to block billions of dollars for coronavirus testing and contact tracing in upcoming 
stimulus relief bill. White House argues previous funds remain unspent.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• European leaders in deadlock over recovery plan as negotiations move into its fourth day.  

The fund, set at €750 billion, is to be a mix of grants and loans. Among other challenges, is linking 
funds to EU’s democratic values and how to oversee how funds are invested.

• British pharmaceutical Synairge claims its treatment produced a 79% lower risk of patients 
developing severe disease than those given placebo. The drug named SNG001 is a formulation of 
naturally occurring antiviral protein inhaled directly into lungs to stimulate immune response.
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